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} Coal resources in Zimbabwe
} Coal production historical perspective
} Future of coal production
} Significance of coal to the Economy

◦ Employment
◦ Exports
◦ Energy
◦ Agriculture
◦ Industrial processes



� Zimbabwe is endowed with a world-class coal
resource.

� The coal resource occurs in two basins located
on either side of the Zimbabwean Craton (Fig
1):
ØThe Mid-Zambezi Basin to the north;
and
ØThe Save-Limpopo Basin to the south.

� The rock units, particularly coal measures, can
be correlated regionally.

� It is estimated that the coal resource in
Zimbabwe is over 30 billion tons
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Figure 1



} The southern coal deposits are:
◦ severely faulted and
◦ intruded by igneous bodies and
◦ have high ash and numerous dirt bands.

} They are relatively poorer in quality compared
to that in the north.

} The northern coal deposits are less affected
by igneous intrusions and tectonic activities
compared to those in the south;
◦ are relatively thicker and of better coal quality.
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} Like most coals in the Southern Hemisphere,
the region’s coals have relatively higher ash
contents than those of the Northern
Hemisphere.

} Consequently the greater part of the resource
is thermal coal, with subordinate coking coal.

} Coking coal was best developed in the
Hwange deposit.
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} Zimbabwe coal resource is under explored.
} Most of the known occurrences are known to

reconnaissance level only.
} Only the Hwange Coal deposit is explored to

sufficient level for resource quantification.
} The interest in Zimbabwe coal resources has in

recent times increased
} Currently there are Four (4) mining Special Grants

that are current
◦ Hwange Colliery Company Ltd 220 000 t/m
◦ RIOZIM Not producing
◦ Makomo Resources 80 000t/m
◦ Steel Makers Zimbabwe 30 000t/m
◦ KW (Chibondo) 20 000t/m 7



} 19 Special Grants are current for coal exploration
} 3 additional Special Grants are current for Coal and 

Coal Bed Methane
} 1 Special Grant is current for Coal Bed Methane
} 1 Special Grant is current for Oil, Natural Gas and 

Coal Bed Methane
} These exploration projects are at various stages of 

the resource definition curve
} The Zimbabwe Geological Survey has the mandate 

to monitor and supervise mineral explorations 
activities 

} Zimbabwe’s coal bearing areas  require significant 
investment before additional coal production is 
realised.



} The history of coal in Zimbabwe dates back
to 1895 when the first coal claims were
pegged around Hwange.

} Actual mining commenced in 1903 (108
years ago) when the first shaft was
commissioned by Wankie Coal, Railway and
Exploration Company at No.1 Colliery

} By 1910 coal production had reached 180
000 tons.

} The same Company subsequently
commissioned a series of other shafts.
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BLOCK TONNES 
MINED

MINING HISTORY

NO.1 COLLIERY 60 320 000 1903 – 1961

NO.1 NORTH COLLIERY 1 392 000 1965 – 1970

NO.2 COLLIERY 83 520 000 1927 – 1972

NO.3 COLLIERY 88 160 000 1953 – 1999

NO.4 COLLIERY 4 640 000 1976 – 1980

M BLOCK 6 032 000 1998 – 2004

TOTAL 222,064,000
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} Coal mining has been de-regulated as opposed
to the past when coal mining licenses were only
issued to a few companies.

} Hwange Colliery Company continues to be the
major coal producers

} Steelmakers is producing to feed a scrap metal
steel plant in Redcliff and markets that HCCL
has failed to supply

} Activity is focused on the northern coalfields
which are more accessible and better known
(over 20 licenses recently issued).
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} Coal demand is anticipated to rise with the 
anticipated economic development of the 
country

} The agricultural sector is critical to the growth 
in demand
◦ Tobacco curing
◦ Firing of boilers

} The development of export markets provide a 
opportunity for increase output

} The development of the iron and steel industry 
will result in increased output



} The energy sector is a major consumer of coal in 
Zimbabwe – 288 000 t per month
◦ Consumptions is likely to increase given the 

investment required in the electricity sector 
◦ Sengwa Power station
◦ Small thermals
◦ Possible investments in additional thermal power 

stations
} The engineering and foundry sectors 
} Chemical sector – Produce refined benzole and 

tar based products



} Current rail system connects strategic centres
} Most, if not all, coalfields under investigation

are not serviced by rail infrastructure.
} Currently, only the Hwange coal deposit is

serviced by a main trunk railway line.
} Other deposits still need to be serviced.
} Distances to sea ports from coalfield centres

are extensive, averaging some 2,000km.
} Zimbabwe has no port allocation for now.
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} Coal is a mineral with very high linkages with 
various sectors of the Zimbabwean economy

} The linkages include:
◦ Agriculture, electricity, manufacturing, roads, 

railways, iron and steel, mineral processing, public 
health, etc.

} The development of coal fields such as Steel 
makers, Tuli Coal was purely in response to 
domestic market demands

} Coal is an important raw material in many 
productive processes which would otherwise 
be imported 



} The coal resources are located far from major 
towns and cities. 
◦ Developing mines at these location provides 

opportunities for rural development
} Export revenue

◦ DRC, Zambia, Tanzania, Botswana, India
} Alternative source of energy to firewood for 

rural and some urban communities
◦ Benefits associated with conservation of indigenous 

trees
◦ Preservation of the carbon sink



} The coal projects have the potential to add 
substantially to Foreign Direct Investment
◦ With the attendant benefits associated with investment 

projects
} Coal is therefore an important industrial mineral 

with wide applications.
} For Zimbabwe this resource is critical in 

economic development at this stage in our 
history




